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Abstract10

The MX3D Bridge is the world’s first additively manufactured metal bridge. It is a 10.5m-span

footbridge, and its dynamic response is a key serviceability consideration. The bridge has a flowing,

sculptural form and its response to footfall was initially studied using a 3D finite element (FE) model

featuring the designed geometry and material properties obtained from coupon tests. The bridge

was tested using experimental modal analysis (EMA) and operational modal analysis (OMA) during

commissioning prior to installation. The results have shown that the measured vibration response

of the bridge under footfall excitation is 200% greater than predictions based on the FE model

and contemporary design guidance. The difference between predicted and measured behaviour is

attributed to the complexity of the structure, underestimation of the modal mass in the FE model,

and the time-variant modal behaviour of the structure under pedestrian footfall. Both OMA and

EMA give a dominant natural frequency for the bridge of between 5.19Hz and 5.32Hz, higher than

the FE model prediction of 4.31Hz, and average damping estimates across all modes of vibration

below 15Hz of 0.61% and 0.74% respectively, higher than the 0.5% assumed within the design

guidance, slightly reducing the peak response factor predicted for the bridge.
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1. Introduction13

1.1. Data-driven design for vibration14

Data-driven design, where in-situ structural monitoring is used to refine design assumptions,15

has the potential to reduce i) the uncertainty in the structural design process, ii) material usage,16

and iii) costs, while increasing the user comfort and lifetime of the structure [1]. The key to this17

approach is the blending of in-situ observations of similar structural forms with predictions of18

behaviour made through engineering models, such as finite element (FE) modelling [2, 3]. While19

there is a wide range of available methods for: a) in-situ structural sensing [4, 5, 6], b) updating of20

numerical structural models [7, 8, 9, 10], and c) fusing in-situ measurements with numerical models21

[11, 12, 13, 14], little attention has been given to date in how in-situ structural monitoring may22

provide the greatest benefit for improving structural design [15].23

An area where in-situ structural monitoring of existing structures may offer significant benefit24

is in ensuring compliance with serviceability requirements, such as meeting the required levels of25

user-comfort. These performance criteria often guide the design of lightweight structures, or those26

with novel, efficient forms and construction techniques, due to their lower stiffness-to-strength ratio27

when compared with traditional designs. A key serviceability criterion for the design of floors in28

buildings and bridges is ensuring that vibrations do not cause discomfort to users or impair the use29

of the structure [16]. This requirement has led to the development of guidelines on the design of30

structures for footfall induced vibration [17, 18, 16, 19, 20, 21].31

The structural system parameters need to be accurately predicted in order to estimate the32

vibration response. For regular structural systems, modal parameters can be determined using33

simplified methods (e.g. [16]). However, for more complex and novel structural designs, numerical34

models are generally required. Once the modal parameters have been determined, equations based35

on the theory of linear structural dynamics can be used to estimate the vibration response of the36

structure to the impulsive and harmonic pedestrian forces [22]. The efficacy and accuracy of this37

process for structurally complex additively manufactured structures such as the MX3D Bridge is,38

however, largely untested, preventing benchmarking for use in future designs.39
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Recent work to characterize the vibration response of steel footbridges under footfall excitation40

has primarily focused on the analysis of conventionally designed and manufactured structures (e.g.41

[23, 24, 25]). Work on the impact of novel structural materials on dynamic behaviour include Ivorra42

et al. [26] who highlighted the impact of retrofitting of glass fiber-reinforced polymer on the modal43

parameters of a steel footbridge. Alongside this, Soria et al. [27] highlighted the importance of44

external factors such as temperature in the dynamic behaviour of a steel stress-ribbon footbridge45

and how changes in modal parameters may impact vibration response.46

1.2. The MX3D Bridge47

An example of a structure which is pushing the boundaries of modern construction technology is48

the MX3D Bridge, which is the world’s first metal additively manufactured (AM) bridge [28]. The49

process of additive manufacturing is also commonly referred to as 3D printing. The MX3D Bridge50

(the bridge), shown in Figure 1, was constructed by the Dutch start-up company MX3D using wire51

arc AM (WAAM), a type of directed energy deposition [29]. The bridge has a span of 10.5m, and52

comprises a substructure, handrails, deck plate, end beams and non-structural decorative swirls at53

the ends of the handrails. The non-structural decorative swirls were manufactured sepa-54

rately to the rest of the bridge and welded to the handrails at the time of installation.55

All parts except for the deck plate and end beams were built using WAAM. The bridge is supported56

by two pinned supports and two roller supports, with load distributed about the diagonal axis of57

the bridge deck, in line with the spanning direction of the primary bridge substructure pictured58

in Figure 1. To understand the behaviour of the bridge and inform future designs, comprehen-59

sive material, cross-section and structural testing has been undertaken [28, 30, 31], and the bridge60

has been extensively instrumented with structural and environmental sensors including load cells,61

strain gauges, displacement transducers, inclinometers, accelerometers and thermistors, as part of62

the Smarter Bridge Sensor Network [32].63
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Handrails

Deck plate

Non-structural 
decorative swirls

Bearing 
support

(a) The MX3D Bridge during temporary installation at
Dutch Design Week 2018.

Substructure

End beam

(b) Beam elements of the MX3D bridge, prior to installation
of bridge deck. Image credit: MX3D.

Figure 1: The MX3D Bridge.

The permanently installed instrumentation provides a unique opportunity to understand the64

interaction of pedestrians with the bridge, and to demonstrate how data from structural sensors65

can be used to feed back critical information into the structural design process, such as the accu-66

racy of design stage predictions of structural behaviour and the in-situ performance of additively67

manufactured structures.68

The motivation of this research is to investigate the dynamic behaviour of a novel structure,69

and to compare a design approach which takes advantage of in-situ sensing to characterize the70

structure’s dynamic parameters to conventional approaches for predicting the vibration response of71

structures under footfall excitation. The vibration response of the bridge, when subjected to footfall72

excitation by a single pedestrian walking at two different frequencies, is measured and the response73

is compared to predictions obtained using an established method for footfall-induced vibration [16].74

The input parameters for the predictions are derived from one of the following three methods: i)75

a finite element (FE) model (this is representative of the design-stage estimate of the response),76

ii) measurements of the dynamic parameters by experimental modal analysis of the bridge excited77

by an impact hammer, and iii) measurements of the dynamic parameters from operational modal78

analysis of the bridge under footfall loading.79
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2. Background80

2.1. Methods of modal analysis81

In-situ modal analysis allows the dynamic behaviour of a structure to be quantified [33] and is82

divided into experimental and operational modal analyses.83

Experimental modal analysis (EMA) is the conventional method of estimating the modal pa-84

rameters of a completed structure. A known force is applied to the structure and the dynamic85

response is measured using accelerometers, which is then used to estimate the natural frequencies,86

damping ratios, mode shapes and modal masses of the structure [34].87

Operational modal analysis (OMA) uses measurements of the dynamic response of a structure88

under ambient excitation from wind, footfall or vehicles, to estimate the modal parameters. Unlike89

EMA, the applied force is unknown and is usually assumed to be a broadband stochastic force [35].90

However, a key advantage of OMA over EMA is that it can provide a better understanding of the91

behaviour of a structure as all measurements are made under forces and conditions more closely92

approximating the real in-service conditions [35].93

One aspect of dynamic behaviour which both EMA and OMA may fail to capture is time-variant94

modal behaviour, where a linear dynamic model based on certain modal parameters describes the95

behaviour of a system well, but those parameters change over time [34]. While there are still96

clearly defined modes of vibration, the frequencies, damping and mode shapes of these modes97

change due to changes in the external environment (additional mass, changes in temperature) or98

to the material (hysteresis, damage) [34]. These changes in dynamic behaviour can have significant99

implications for understanding civil structures in-situ, and may affect the vibration serviceability of100

floors and footbridges if the modal parameters used in design do not correspond to the appropriate101

environment for the design scenario in question.102

In this study, time-variant modal behaviour was induced by pedestrians crossing the bridge, as103

they provide additional mass and damping to the system. To accurately quantify this time-variant104

modal behaviour, a new time-domain OMA method, the short-time random decrement technique105

(ST-RDT), has been developed. This technique allows the modal parameters of civil structures to106
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be estimated using ambient vibration measurements over short time intervals, allowing changes in107

dynamic parameters to be tracked over time. By tracking changes in the dynamic parameters, the108

impact of time-variant modal behaviour can be quantified, allowing for a more accurate assessment109

of serviceability performance and diagnosis of the causes of differences in behaviour between the110

design and the structure [36, 37, 38].111

3. Methods112

To predict the vibration response of the bridge using published design guidance, three sets of113

modal parameters were used, and the results compared: the modal parameters predicted using114

the FE model of the structure, those estimated through experimental modal analysis, and those115

estimated through the ST-RDT. Note that all EMA and OMA is limited to analysis of the vertical116

vibration only, since the peak vertical vibrations observed in the measured acceleration response of117

the bridge are approximately 30 times greater than the transverse accelerations caused by crossings118

by a single pedestrian. Modes that were primarily transverse were included in the analysis of the119

FE model results. However, only the vertical components of these mode shapes were used within120

the analysis.121

3.1. Predicting the vibration response122

The vibration response of the bridge was first predicted using the resonant response analysis123

methodology set out by Willford and Young [16]. An extensive review of other design guidance124

for footfall induced vibration of footbridges is provided by Maraveas et al. [39]. In Willford and125

Young [16], it is assumed that the harmonic force Fh applied to the bridge for a given footfall126

frequency fw, in Hertz, is represented using the first four harmonics, h, of the walking frequency127

fh as fh = hfw, where h is an integer between one and four. The real (areal,h,m) and imaginary128

(aimag,h,m) components of the acceleration response at each mode m of the structure below 15Hz129

are then calculated through:130

areal,h,m =

(
fh
fm

)2
Fhµr,mµe,mρh,m

m̂m

Am

A2
m +B2

m

(1)
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aimag,h,m =

(
fh
fm

)2
Fhµr,mµe,mρh,m

m̂m

Bm

A2
m +B2

m

(2)

where fm is the natural frequency of modem in Hertz, µr,m and µe,m are respectively the amplitudes131

of the unity-scaled mode shape at the response measurement and excitation locations, ρh,m is a132

factor related to the ratio of the stride length to the span of the bridge deck, and m̂m is the133

modal mass of mode m associated with the unity-scaled mode shape. The factors Am and Bm134

are calculated using the ratio of walking and natural frequencies, Am = 1 − (fh/fm)2 and Bm =135

2ζm(fh/fm), where ζm is the modal damping of mode m. The harmonic footfall force, Fh, is136

calculated using the dynamic load factors, derived from footfall time history measurements made137

by Kerr [40]. The unity-scaled mode shape is scaled to have a peak amplitude of one.138

The magnitude of the acceleration response at a given walking harmonic |ah| is then calculated:139

|ah| =

√√√√(∑
m

areal,h,m

)2

+

(∑
m

aimag,h,m

)2

. (3)

This acceleration magnitude is then scaled according to the root-mean squared (RMS) acceleration140

level of the average threshold of perception [16] to calculate the response factor for each walking141

frequency harmonic R1−4. The total response factor R is calculated as:142

R =

√
R1

2 +R2
2 +R3

2 +R4
2. (4)

This process is repeated across a range of likely walking frequencies and all plausible combinations143

of measurement point µr and excitation point µe on the structure. The range of plausible walking144

frequencies are here conservatively taken as 0Hz to 3Hz. The extreme value of 3Hz is considered145

within the analysis as the bridge’s permanent installation location in Amsterdam suggests it is146

plausible that a pedestrian may cross the bridge rapidly while other stationary pedestrians are on147

the structure.148
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3.2. Experimental modal analysis149

Roving impact hammer excitation [34] was used to estimate the modal parameters of the bridge,150

as shown in Figure 2a. As the impact hammer testing occurred prior to the installation of the per-151

manent bridge sensor network, the bridge response was measured using four tri-axial accelerometers152

temporarily installed on the underside of the bridge substructure; the impact locations and tem-153

porary accelerometer locations are shown in Figure 3. The measured acceleration response of the154

bridge, sampled at 1706.76Hz, and impact hammer force were used to generate accelerance impulse155

response functions (IRFs) with a duration of seven seconds. IRFs were fitted using the matrix pencil156

method [41], a form of singular value decomposition, to estimate the natural frequencies, damping157

ratios and scaled mode shapes of the bridge. To calculate the modal mass of the structure, the158

accelerance mode shapes, calculated using the multiple-input multiple-output methodology as de-159

scribed by Catbas et al. [42], were converted to mobility mode shapes by dividing the accelerance160

mode shape amplitude by the circular frequency of the mode. From the mobility mode shape, the161

modal mass mm was calculated:162

mm =
(Am,hd/Am,max)

2

Am,hd
(5)

where Am,hd is the amplitude of the mobility mode shape at the accelerometer location, and Am,max163

is the maximum absolute amplitude of the mobility mode shape [43].164

3.3. Operational modal analysis of the bridge165

For OMA of the bridge, vertical acceleration data sampled at 100Hz was collected from seven166

accelerometers on the underside of the substructure, installed as part of the permanent bridge sensor167

network and shown in Figure 3, during crossings of the bridge by a single pedestrian walking at168

guided average step frequencies of 1.70Hz and 2.79Hz, shown in Figure 2b. The pedestrians pace169

frequency was guided via a metronome, with the average footfall rate validated using data collected170

from the load cells and strain gauges installed on the bridge as part of the permanent bridge sensor171

network. The acceleration data sets collected were analysed with the short-time random decrement172

technique (ST-RDT).173
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(a) Roving impact hammer testing. (b) Footfall testing.

Figure 2: Excitation of the MX3D Bridge.

Figure 3: Plan view showing locations of temporary and permanent accelerometers, hammer impact, heel-drops and
pedestrian crossing routes.

The majority of OMA methods assume that the dynamic response of the system to a known174

input is constant over time, neglecting the impact that time-variant modal behaviour may have175

on estimates of dynamic parameters. To overcome the shortcomings of existing OMA techniques,176

the short-time random decrement technique (ST-RDT), a time-domain OMA method, has been177
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developed by the authors [36, 37, 38]. The ST-RDT is an expansion on the random decrement178

technique [44], and allows variations in a structure’s dynamic properties to be tracked over time179

by dividing the measured acceleration of a structure into short windows of data. The system’s180

behaviour is assumed to be linear within the window of data, but not across separate windows.181

By dividing the data into short windows, the ST-RDT allows the median response of182

the structure to be estimated which provides a more representative measure of the183

structural response of the structure which would be experienced by pedestrians. This184

avoids skewing of the estimated modal parameters by periods of high excitation which185

may not be representative of the typical dynamic response of the structure under186

footfall excitation.187

To apply the ST-RDT, the analysis data (the data from which modal parameters188

are to be estimated), the trigger data (the data which defines sections of the analysis189

data of interest) and the weighting data (the data used to apply a weighting to the190

analysis data to further focus on the behaviour of interest) are divided into short,191

overlapping windows. Within each window, a short segment of data is collected where192

the trigger condition, such as the trigger data being within a particular range, is met.193

The segments of data are weighted using the value of the weighting data at the time194

at which the segments are collected. These segments are averaged together to form a195

random decrement signature (RDS). During this averaging, stochastic components of196

the segments, such as forcing after the start of a segment and system noise, approach197

zero. Therefore each RDS is a weighted estimate of a structure’s response to some198

initial perturbation under the conditions defined by the triggering and weighting data199

sets. Modal parameters are estimated from the RDS using the matrix pencil method200

[41]. For further details on the application of the ST-RDT see Wynne et al. [37].201

A key advantage of the ST-RDT over conventional OMA methods is the ability to track changes202

in modal parameters with a far shorter time resolution. An example of the frequency and damping203

variations of the first vertical mode of vibration of the bridge is shown in the histograms in Figure 4.204

The frequency and damping estimates appear as dark lines in Figure 4, with the relative darkness205
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of these lines giving an indirect indication of the overall uncertainty in the frequency and damping206

estimates at each time. This method of analysis also illustrates that the variations in natural207

frequency and damping due to human-structure interaction can be clearly distinguished from the208

uncertainty in the frequency estimate at each time-step. For example, in the data presented in209

Figure 4, which reflects the behaviour of the bridge during various crossings by a single pedestrian210

following the routes shown in Figure 3, the natural frequency and damping varies depending on the211

location of the pedestrian on the structure. For the purpose of the response factor calculations, the212

median frequency, damping and mode shapes of each mode of vibration are used.213
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Figure 4: Example of variation in frequency and damping of the first vertical mode of vibration of the MX3D Bridge.

For the ST-RDT analysis of the bridge, all data were divided into windows of 120 seconds,214

with an overlap of 115 seconds between windows, selected to balance the time resolution with215

which variation in modal parameters can be measured, and the accuracy of the estimates. Each216

permanent sensor network accelerometer was taken as an individual analysis data set and analysed217

with an all-points trigger condition. The analysis of each accelerometer data set was repeated218

multiple times using each of the vertical accelerometer data sets as the weighting data. This219

allowed the mode shapes of the bridge to be estimated for each window of data in a similar manner220
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to the vector random decrement technique [45]. The five second RDS from each weighting and221

analysis data set combination was analysed using the matrix pencil method, with model orders (the222

number of damped sinusoids fitted to the RDS) from 5 to 30. Prior to the matrix pencil analysis,223

the first two data points of each RDS were removed to exclude the autocorrelation of noise within224

the data from the analysis, as described by Wynne et al. [46]. The use of seven analysis data sets225

(the seven accelerometer channels), and seven triggering data sets (the same seven accelerometer226

channels), in combination with analysis at model orders from 5 to 30 results in a maximum of227

7 × 7 ×
∑30

k=5 k = 22, 295 modal estimates per time step. Results where the fitting of the RDS228

resulted in a coefficient of determination of less than 0.99, suggesting under-fitting of the RDS, were229

excluded from further analysis.230

A drawback of OMA is that, as the force is unmeasured, it is not possible to estimate the scaled231

mode shapes and modal mass of the structure. Therefore the modal masses were calculated using232

a series of five heel-drops carried out at the third points along the deck span. Heel-drops provide a233

simple way of applying a known force to a structure without the need for extensive instrumentation234

[33]. The force from these heel-drops was approximated as a triangular impulse, as given by Wyatt235

[47], and is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Approximation of the heel-drop force time history [47] at 100Hz sample rate.

236

The heel-drop data were used in combination with the unity scaled mode shapes, determined237

using the ST-RDT, to estimate the modal masses of the bridge according to Equation (5), with the238

heel-drop and ST-RDT mode shapes paired using the modal assurance criterion [48].239
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3.4. Finite element model predictions240

An estimate of the vibration response of the bridge was made based on information that would241

be available to an engineer at the design stage. This serves as a baseline to show the additional242

information that could be revealed through in-situ measurements of the bridge’s response. At243

the design stage, the vibration response must be estimated based on predictions of the structure’s244

modal parameters. For simple structures this can be achieved through analytical methods, such as245

those described by Willford and Young [16], while for more complex structures, such as the MX3D246

Bridge, finite element (FE) modelling is required [28, 49].247

The FE model of the bridge, shown in Figure 6 and described in detail in Kyvelou et al. [49],248

was developed in the FE software package ABAQUS (2016 [50]). The model captures the249

pronounced anisotropy of the WAAM steel, with shell elements employed to replicate250

the intricate geometry of the structure [49].251

The model was validated against the results of the in-situ structural tests, undertaken as part252

of the safety verification of the bridge – see Figure 2 [28, 31]. These in-situ structural tests,253

undertaken prior to the dynamic testing of the bridge, included loading the bridge to a254

range of ultimate and serviceability limit state load combinations in line with EN 1990255

and were used to validate the FE model. The FE model provided excellent predictions256

of displacements and rotations across the bridge structure, as described in Kyvelou257

et al. [49], with very close matches in behaviour being achieved for the serviceability258

loading conditions, which are relevant for the dynamic testing.259

The nominal geometry of the bridge was imported into ABAQUS from the CAD file from which260

the bridge was printed. The conventionally-manufactured stainless steel metallic deck plate and261

end beams were modelled using 4-node quadrilateral S4R shell elements with reduced integration262

and hourglass control [50], while a combination of linear triangular S3 shell elements [50] and263

S4R shell elements were employed to accurately replicate the more intricate geometry of the AM264

bridge components (i.e. the substructure, handrails and swirls). The thickness assigned to265

the WAAM bridge components was a constant value of 7.15mm for the substructure266

beams and 3.78mm at all other locations, based on laser scans of specimens of the same267

13



nominal geometry as the bridge components, manufactured using the same material268

and printing parameters [49].The interconnections between the conventional and WAAM bridge269

components, which, in reality, were achieved by manual welds, were simulated using TIE [51]270

constraints. The bridge bearings were modelled as vertical supports at the bridge edges,271

allowing for rotation at their locations as well as for transverse translation of the272

structure to replicate the simply supported configuration of the bridge.

(a) General view. (b) Underside of bridge deck.

Figure 6: Finite element model of the MX3D Bridge.

273

The two-stage Ramberg-Osgood expression [52, 53] was employed for the representation of274

the material response of all bridge components. The mechanical properties of the conventionally275

manufactured end beams and deck plate were taken from Afshan and Gardner [51], while their276

material response was modelled as isotropic. The mechanical properties of the WAAM bridge277

components were determined by means of tensile testing on coupons printed using the same material278

and printing parameters as the bridge [54]. In the elastic material range, anisotropy was279

captured by means of an orthotropic material model, while, in the inelastic range, the280

Hill yield criterion was employed. [55] In ABAQUS, the *LAMINA and *POTENTIAL281

keywords [50] were used for the elastic and plastic material range, respectively. More282

details of the FE model used herein, including details of the material properties and283

modelling of the material anisotropy, can be found in Kyvelou et al. [49]. The general284

static solver [50] was first employed for the application of gravity load on the bridge; this was285

followed by an eigenvalue analysis to determine the natural frequencies and corresponding mode286

shapes. The Lanczos eigensolver [50] was used, including the effect of structural coupling during the287
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natural frequency extraction procedure. The design-stage estimate of damping for all modes was288

taken as 0.5%, based on the value given for ‘Welded steel bridges with little or no services, fixtures289

or fittings’ in Table A2 by Willford and Young [16]. The additional mass provided by the290

pedestrian during bridge crossings was not included in the FE modelling due to the291

relatively small contribution this additional mass provided to the modal mass of the292

structure and as the relative contribution of the mass to the modal mass is dependant293

on the location of the pedestrian relative to the mode shapes of the structure.294

3.5. Mode shape and modal mass scaling295

All FE, EMA and OMA, mode shapes used in the study were interpolated with a third-order296

polynomial across the bridge deck, with interpolation carried out using a uniform discretized grid297

of 0.01m.298

The FE model suggests that the maximum amplitudes of vertical movement (U3) in all modes299

of vibration will occur in the decorative swirls attached to the ends of the handrails, as shown in300

Figure 7. However, since the swirls are not accessible, no user of the structure would feel their301

vibration and no excitation would be applied to the swirls. As a result, accelerometers were not302

placed on the swirls for either EMA or OMA using the temporary or permanent accelerometer303

networks. For consistency, therefore, the unity-scaled mode shapes and modal masses from the FE304

model, EMA, and OMA are scaled to a maximum deck movement amplitude of one. The modal305

mass calculated using this scaling is referred to herein as the apparent modal mass. This may be306

greater than the static mass of the bridge [43] since the presence of the swirls, and their contribution307

to the apparent modal mass, appears to reduce the amplitude of the deck vibration.308
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(a) Swirl movement. (b) Deck movement, swirls hidden from render for clarity.

Figure 7: Examples of FE model modal amplitudes of the MX3D Bridge.

4. Results309

Response factors were calculated for the bridge using i) the FE predictions of the modal prop-310

erties, ii) the EMA measurements of the modal properties and iii) the ST-RDT measurements of311

the modal properties. The bridge span was taken as 10.5m, the stride length (i.e. two steps) of312

the pedestrian was estimated as 1.43m, and the pedestrian weight, as measured during testing,313

was 826N (84.2 kg). The response factor was calculated for all walking frequencies between 0.01Hz314

and 3.00Hz at 0.01Hz intervals and for all possible combinations of excitation and measurement315

locations.316

Predictions of the response factor were made at the locations of the permanent sensor network317

bridge deck accelerometers for the FE model and ST-RDT results, and for the hammer impact318

locations for the EMA results. These results were then interpolated with a third-order polynomial319

across the bridge deck as it is assumed that the bridge deck behaves as a single membrane. A com-320

parison between linear interpolation and the third-order polynomial interpolation of the response321

factor highlight that the differences in peak response factor due to the choice of interpolation used322

is of the order of 5%, with cubic-interpolation producing consistently higher peak response factor323

predictions. The choice of interpolation does not meaningfully impact the conclusions drawn. In324

the interpolation it was assumed that there was zero vertical movement at the bridge bearings.325

As the acceleration response was not measured on the end-beams of the bridge, this results in an326
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interpolated response factor of zero across the ends of the bridge deck.327

4.1. Design-stage predictions328

The maximum vertical response factor R for each possible bridge deck location based on the FE329

model predictions of the modal parameters is shown in Figure 8, alongside the walking frequency330

that induces the peak response factor at each position on the bridge deck.331

The sharp changes in peak R walking frequency in Figures 8 to 10 are a result of the different332

mode shapes of the bridge. Due to the distinct natural frequencies, the peak response factor at333

a given location on the bridge deck is induced by specific walking frequencies. The boundaries334

between these specific walking frequencies correspond to the transitions between different modes of335

vibration dominating the vertical structural oscillation.336
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Figure 8: Maximum vertical response factor R based on the finite element predictions of the modal parameters.

4.2. Modal parameters estimated by experimental modal analysis337

The maximum vertical response factor R and associated walking frequency for each possible338

location on the bridge deck, based on the impact hammer measured modal parameters is shown in339

Figure 9. As a result of the cubic interpolation of the mode shapes, the response factor predicted340
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using modal parameters measured with EMAmarginally exceeds the performance target for external341

bridges of R < 64 recommended by Willford and Young [16] at one location on the bridge deck.342
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Figure 9: Maximum vertical response factor R based on the experimental modal analysis measures of the modal
parameters.

4.3. Modal parameters estimated by OMA343

The maximum vertical response factor R and associated walking frequency for each possible344

bridge deck location based on the median ST-RDT measured modal parameters is shown in Figure345

10. As with EMA modal parameter predictions, the response factor predicted using modal param-346

eters measured with OMA marginally exceeds the performance target for external bridges at some347

locations on the bridge deck.348
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Figure 10: Maximum vertical response factor R based on the ST-RDT measures of the modal parameters.

4.4. Comparison of response factor predictions349

The maximum response curves based on the FE model predictions, and the impact hammer350

and ST-RDT measurements of the modal parameters, are presented in Figure 11. The FE model351

predictions result in substantially lower estimates of the peak response factor, more than three times352

lower than the response factors predicted using the impact hammer and ST-RDT measurements of353

the modal properties. While the impact hammer and ST-RDT results are broadly similar, there354

are differences in the location of some response factor peaks, with the ST-RDT results showing a355

larger number of distinguishable peaks and a higher average response factor. The ST-RDT and356

impact hammer modal parameter estimates result in a prediction that the performance target of357

R < 64, suggested by Willford and Young [16], will be marginally exceeded at walking frequencies358

close to 2.8Hz.359
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Figure 11: Comparison of the maximum vertical response-factor curves predicted based on the modal parameters
from the FE model, impact hammer analysis and ST-RDT analysis.

4.5. Comparison of the modal parameters360

The variations in the predicted response factors are due to differences in the modal parameters361

used in the response factor calculation, namely the natural frequencies, damping ratios and modal362

masses, compared in Figure 12. Alongside the modal parameters, the modal assurance criterion363

(MAC) scores [48] are plotted as connections between parameters, illustrating where the mode364

shapes generated from the finite element model, impact hammer analysis and ST-RDT analysis365

share high consistency.366

The FE model results contain a higher number of vibration modes than the measurements367

recorded on the bridge. The impact hammer and ST-RDT modes of vibration are based on analy-368

sis of the vertical acceleration data only, therefore modes that are primarily transverse, or localised369

within the handrails or swirls, are not included. Modes that are primarily transverse have very370

low vertical amplitudes, and therefore do not contribute significantly to the response factor calcu-371

lations. The lowest-frequency vertical mode in the FE model, with a natural frequency of 4.22Hz,372

is dominated by movement of the swirls (hence its high apparent modal mass), and is thus not373

sufficiently recorded by the substructure sensors.374

The relatively flexible connection of the swirls to the main structure during the temporary375

installation of the bridge at the University of Twente, induces several close modes of vibration376
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Figure 12: Comparison of the natural frequencies, damping ratios and modal masses predicted from the finite element
model, impact hammer analysis and ST-RDT analysis. Connections between modal parameter sets based on where
the modal assurance criterion (MAC) score is greater than 0.75, and the difference in frequency between modes is
less than 1Hz. Connections colored according to MAC scores.

which are captured within the FE model. In the impact hammer and ST-RDT results, traces of377

these close modes can be seen due to small differences in natural frequencies and overlapping peaks378

in the frequency spectra. The extent of the overlap between these close modes of vibration, and the379

lack of accelerometers on the swirls of the bridge that would allow their distinct mode shapes to be380

identified however, prevent the separation of the close modes for the impact hammer results. The381

similarities in the mode shapes of the FE model modes at low frequencies can be seen in the high382

MAC scores when compared with the mode at 5.18Hz in the ST-RDT modal estimates. While383

close modes of vibration can be clearly distinguished and separated in the ST-RDT results, the384

heel-drop results used for estimating the modal mass are not sufficiently separated to allow distinct385

mode shapes to be calculated.386

It is supposed that at higher frequencies, the flexible connection between the swirls and the387
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main structure results in greater variations between the FE model predictions of the mode shapes388

and the mode shapes quantified through the impact hammer and ST-RDT analysis. A source389

of uncertainty which impacts FE modelling of the connections between the bridge390

deck and handrails, and the bridge handrails and decorative swirls, is the material391

thickness at these relatively slender locations, as this thickness is known to vary during392

the WAAM process. Therefore, while a constant material thickness was assumed in393

the FE model, small variations in this thickness at the location of key connections is394

believed to have a large impact in the dynamic behaviour of the structure. Alongside395

this, modelling the anisotropic behaviour of the connections is complex due to small396

changes in direction of the WAAM grain. These uncertainties are further complicated397

by the complex geometry of the structure which result in mode shapes which are dominated by398

torsional oscillation about the primary load bearing diagonal of the bridge deck.399

For the majority of modes measured in the impact hammer and ST-RDT results, the damping400

is greater than the 0.5% assumed in the FE model. An average damping across all modes of401

vibration below 15Hz of 0.61% for the ST-RDT results, and 0.74% for the impact hammer results402

is observed. If the response factor is predicted using the impact hammer measurements of modal403

mass and natural frequencies and 0.5% damping, as was assumed in the FE model, the peak404

predicted response factor for the impact hammer measurements increases by 13.16% from 64.19 to405

72.65. However if the response factor is predicted using the ST-RDT measurements of modal mass406

and natural frequencies and 0.5% damping, the peak predicted response factor for the ST-RDT407

measurements reduces by 4.91%, from 93.60 to 89.00. This is due to the variation in damping408

across the different modes of vibration and the contribution of higher frequency modes with lower409

measured damping ratios to the peak estimated response factor.410

The differences in the FE predicted and EMA and OMA observed natural frequencies of the411

structure, and how these align with the harmonics of the walking frequencies, cause differences in412

which walking frequency induce the peak response factor and small variations in the peak response413

factor. Where harmonics of a walking frequency coincide with multiple modes of vibrations, the414

predicted response factor is higher. However, the primary reason for the lower response factors415
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predicted based on the FE model parameters is the higher apparent modal mass predictions when416

compared to the impact hammer and ST-RDT results, shown in comparison to the static mass of the417

bridge (8 tonnes) in Figure 12. As discussed in Section 3.5, the apparent modal mass is higher than418

the static mass of the bridge due to the scaling of the mode shapes to have a maximum amplitude of419

unity at the point of largest bridge deck oscillation. This results in the amplitude of the mode shapes420

being greater than unity at the ornamental swirls. The inertial effect of modal mass is to reduce421

the amplitude of vibration for a given input force; therefore, the higher modal mass predicted using422

the FE model suggests that the bridge experiences greater accelerations across nearly all modes of423

vibration than would be predicted using the FE model. The lower EMA observed modal masses may424

be due to a difference in stiffness of the connection between the handrails and/or the ornamental425

swirls to the main bridge structure, or greater flexibility of the bridge bearings that allow greater426

deck movement. It is unclear from the results whether the true stiffness of the connection between427

the handrails and the swirls is higher or lower than what was assumed in the FE model, as the428

dynamic coupling between connected components is highly sensitive to the ratios and distributions429

of mass and stiffness within the coupled elements [56].430

Differences in the response factor predictions based on the impact hammer and ST-RDT mea-431

surements of the modal parameters are associated with differences in the natural frequencies and432

damping ratios. The impact hammer measurements produce larger measurements of damping that433

the ST-RDT results for most modes suggesting some degree of amplitude-dependant damping be-434

haviour [57]. Alongside differences in damping, the modes which are well detected by the ST-RDT435

are different from those captured by the impact hammer excitation, which struggles to detect some436

modes due to low mode shape amplitudes at the impact location. Evidence for the lack of excitation437

of some modes within the impact hammer analysis can be seen in the lack of distinct pairs of modes438

in the MAC score connections plotted in Figure 14. This results in greater uncertainty in both the439

scaled mode shapes and modal masses for the impact hammer modal estimates, which, combined440

with the higher damping ratios, lead to lower predictions of the response factor.441
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4.6. Comparison with the measured bridge response442

The peak response factor of the bridge, recorded across all permanent sensor network accelerome-443

ters for a series of crossings by a pedestrian, is presented in Figures 13 and 14 for walking frequencies444

of 1.70Hz and 2.79Hz respectively. These are the same data sets used for calculating the modal445

parameters using the ST-RDT. Also presented in these plots are the maximum predicted response446

factors presented previously in Figure 12 from the FE, impact hammer and ST-RDT analyses at the447

exact walking frequency and ±0.1Hz to account for variability in walking frequencies, as quantified448

using load cell and strain gauge data collected from the permanent bridge sensor network during449

the pedestrian crossings.450
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Figure 13: Vertical response factors during bridge crossings by a single pedestrian walking at 1.70Hz.
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The predicted response factor based on the ST-RDT modal estimates provides excellent agree-451

ment with the measured peak response factor for both walking frequencies, with the slight variations452

most likely due to variability of the walking frequency of less than 0.1Hz. While the impact hammer453

modal parameters also provide a reasonable prediction of the response factor, the over-estimation454

of the damping ratio and natural frequencies combine to result in an under-prediction of approxi-455

mately 30% of the bridge’s response factor at the most responsive walking frequencies. These results456

suggest that, for a responsive structure such as the MX3D Bridge, human-structure interaction is457

important. Since OMA measures the true performance of the person-bridge system, it gives the458

most relevant parameters for estimating the performance of the structure.459

The crossing route over the bridge, shown in Figure 3, was systematically varied for both walk-460

ing frequencies. The first ten Centre, five South and five North crossings (as per Figure 3) were461

performed from the pinned supports to the roller supports, with the direction then reversed. This462

change in the crossing route explains some of the variability of the measured response factors.463

Further possible causes of the deviation in measured and predicted response factors are discrep-464

ancies arising from the interpolation of predicted response factors between measure-465

ment locations as well as the indeterminacy of the load distribution within the structure, which466

is known to vary with the temperature of the bridge. This change in load distribution is467

driven by thermally-induced contraction and expansion of the bridge due to changes468
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in temperature and differential temperature gradients within the structure. Initial469

data collected from the load cells at the bridge supports suggest that daily variation470

in temperature result in variations in the load carried by a single support of approx-471

imately +/-5% of the sum load applied to the bridge, and that this behaviour is472

extremely sensitive to the temperature gradient within the structure. Understanding473

this complex behaviour and incorporating it within the FE model is a key research474

objective for the wider MX3D Bridge project but is beyond the scope of the research475

presented here.476

The performance target for external bridges suggested by Willford and Young [16] (Section477

3.3.3.) of R < 64 is met for all crossings at a walking frequency of 1.7Hz. However, as predicted by478

the modal parameters from the ST-RDT, this target is exceeded at a walking frequency of 2.79Hz.479

The performance target is exceeded only for short periods of time and is quickly damped out,480

suggesting any discomfort to users would be minimal.481

It can be seen from Figures 13 and 14 that the prediction based on the the modal parameters482

from the FE model under-predicts the response factor by approximately 50% for a walking frequency483

of 1.70Hz, and approximately 200% for the 2.79Hz walking test. Both the impact hammer and484

ST-RDT predictions of the response factor are far closer to the measured response of the bridge,485

with both slightly underestimating the true peak and a higher deviation for the 2.79Hz walking486

frequency.487

5. Conclusions488

Measurements and analysis of the MX3D Bridge, the world’s first additively manufactured489

bridge, have demonstrated the challenges in ensuring accurate design-stage predictions of the vi-490

bration response for complex or novel structures. The measured vibration response slightly exceeds491

the performance target (R < 64) at specific walking frequencies, and is larger than that predicted492

using modal parameter predictions from the finite element modelling due to an overestimation of493

the modal masses. The impact hammer experimental modal analysis failed to accurately capture494

all modes of vibration that are excited by footfall excitation and overestimated structural damping.495
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Accurate predictions of the vibration response could be made using dynamic parameters estimated496

through operational modal analysis with the ST-RDT on the bridge, which allows for more accu-497

rate predictions of the modal parameters and the time-variant modal behaviour induced by the498

human-structure interaction to be quantified.499

This work highlights the potential for smart structures and in-situ measurements of dynamic500

parameters to provide a benchmark for similar structures and inform whether predictions of dynamic501

behaviour are likely to be unduly optimistic, hence mitigating the risk of exceeding serviceability502

requirements in future designs.503
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